Civil Plans

☐ Standard Fire Lane Notes Required Below Details: The civil plan sign package must reflect the installation of all signage in accordance with the Federal Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD), Section 50.00, adopted by the Public Works Department.

- In addition to the standard MUTCD notes please provide the following notes below any fire lane sign detail:
  1. Signs shall be located at the right side of the fire lane entrance and at the end of the fire lane. The intermediate signs shall have double headed arrows pointing in both directions.
  2. Typically, the maximum spacing of the fire lane signs is established at 100’ on center with signs being placed on both sides of the fire lane easement. Where excessive curvature of the fire lane exists, the spacing of the fire lane signage will be increased as needed.
  3. The signs shall be set at an angle of not less than 30 degrees and not more than 45 degrees with the curb or line of traffic flow.
  4. Fire lane signs should be installed 2’ behind curb or sidewalk.
  5. The clearance to the bottom of the sign shall be 7 feet. There shall be not other signs attached to the sign or the sign post.
  6. Placement of these fire lane signs cannot encroach into the 29’ inside turning radius of the fire lane easement, obstruct any fire hydrant or fire department connection or encroach into the accessible route of the sidewalk area.